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Last month, we did not hold a meeting. This month we will get together
over a group chat using Zoom video conferencing software. President Jeff
Wisneski has emailed out the instructions to members. As a reminder,
Zoom is free and can be installed on your computer or mobile device. Our
Meeting ID is 793 2906 9888 and our Passcode is the combination to the
RAMS field gate, located on the back of your membership card without
any spaces or dashes. Jeff also included this in his email. We hope to see
you online!
The field has been looking good and the West side has been drying well
until we got dumped on last week. Thanks to Alan Borowski for these
pictures of the flooding.
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Monthly Recap

April in Review Continued...
◄ Another picture of the “field”.
With the many cancellations, we are going to
skip the upcoming events this month. The
only thing for May anyway would have been
the Lodi fun fly and swap on May 17. Their
website does not yet say the event is
cancelled, so visit lodircclub.com for more
information.
Speaking of cancellations, it was recently
announced that EAA Airventure in Oshkosh
will also be cancelled this year, which was
scheduled for the end of July.

►Thanks to Alan Borowski for sending a little humor
our way with the included comic .
One way or another we have all been affected by the
pandemic going on throughout the world. I am
grateful we can still share this excellent hobby with
each other. There’s always potential to keep
ourselves preoccupied with a build or make an
escape to the field for a flight.
Hoping everyone the best of health and that we will
see you at the field sometime soon.
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Stay Safe Everyone

We Flew Yesterday

And we both took precautions.

- Chicken Bill Geipel
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Show and Tell

RC From Home
▼Jim Hatzenbeller continues to make progress on his Sig Somethin’ Extra kit completing the wings along
with the fuselage and tail. Jim said it’s ready to cover!

▼Tim Welch Schmitt completed repairs on his Stick plane that he lost contact with in February. This plane
waited in the cold for over 20 days to be found by a local farmer. All the electronics were in good working
order minus the battery. Now this plane is ready to fly again.
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